Xtract® products are a perfect
combination of science meets nature.
Advanced Patented ingredients with
a holistic approach designed to
synergistically work with the immune
cells, not against them.

DE L I V E R I N G R E S U LT S T H R O U G H I N N OVAT I O N ,
INT E NTIONS A N D I N TEG R I TY.

WHY XTRACT® ?
INNOVATIVE
Xtract® uses 4 patent technology, to stimulate immune response for Ink removal
and accelerate advanced wound repair.
INK CHELATION TECHNOLOGY™
Chelation is a type of bonding of ions for the removal of Ink, toxins, heavy
metals and ink allergies.
INK ALLERGIES
Xtract® is the only method that contains immune modulators to remove ink
allergies.

HOW XTRACT® WORKS

LOWEST SCAR POTENTIAL

STEP 1: Xtract® has a proprietary needling technique to minimize epidermal

Xtract® preserves the integrity of the skin and hair follicles and Is safe for the
delicate eye and lip area.

exfoliation to ensure the integrity of the skin and hair follicles.
STEP 2: Xtract® Activation Serum utilizes 1,3 Beta Glucan to stimulate the

DNA REPAIR

macrophage cells to release tattoo ink. It does this by tricking the body into

Xtract® utilizes Patented Zinc Finger Technology℗ for the after care to speed

thinking there is a yeast invasion in the worked area. Not only does this let the

healing, DNA repair, normalize pigment, and scar tissue formation.

stagnant macrophage cells release the ink, but it triggers more macrophage

EFFECTIVE

cells to come to the area and remove the ink.

Xtract® has powerful binding properties that is able to remove more Ink during
the first treatment, and the ability to remove all colors of Ink; including Carbon
Black and stubborn Titanium Dioxide.

STEP 3: Xtract® Withdrawal Mask traps the ink at the surface of the skin
removing 50% more ink than just the serum alone. It contains over 74 natural
occurring minerals exhilarating the healing process and reducing localized
inflammation by increasing local oxygen. It utilizes Ink Chelation Technology™

XTRACT® RESULTS

to draw heavy metals, toxins and allergens to the surface of the skin through a

All removals are after just one Xtract® treatment.

binding of positive and negative ions.
STEP 4: Xtract® utilizes moist wound healing which allows the continuation of
the Chelation of ink and also allows growth factors to move freely to minimize
scar potential and proven to heal 3-5x’s faster. Throughout the moist wound
healing process we utilize Xtract® DNA Repair Serum that contains patented
Zinc Finger Technology℗ which activates the body’s natural remodeling process
to remove scar tissue, normalize pigmentation and accelerate healing.

EYEBROW

EYELINER

LIPS

THE XTRACT® DIFFERENCE
LASER
ALL COLOURS
ALL SKIN TYPES
REMOVES SCAR TISSUE
REMOVES ALLERGENS

INK REMOVAL + HYPERPIGMENTATION

SCAR REVISION

INK ALLERGY

SALINE

EXCISION

ACIDS

MISSION STATEMENT
Xtract® originated as a part of a humanitarian effort to assist in
safely and effectively removing tattoos from sex trafficking victims.
As a result, Xtract® has completely revolutionized the tattoo
removal industry. This unique tattoo extraction procedure is the
safest and most effective system on the market; with the added
benefit of producing the lowest scar potential of any other system.

NOT JUST SALINE…
This is Science. Xtract® Activation Serum contains less
than 10% saline; because hypertonic solutions suppress
immune function & Xtract® works with the immune cells,
not against them.
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